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2Hardware Trojan

• Malicious insertion or modification of 
circuits
– Information leakage
– Malfunction
– Destruction

Breakthrough silicon scanning discovers backdoor in military chip 5

Fig. 1. (a)JTAG TAP state machine, (b)Simplified ProASIC3 security

are easily identifiable with both subroutines and meaningfully named variables.
An example of security state verification procedure is given in the Appendix.

Knowing all the JTAG commands is not sufficient to search for backdoors.
Firstly, the obtained list could be incomplete because the STAPL file is com-
piled only with commands which serve a particular task. Secondly, although
subroutines, functions and variables are meaningfully named, the IR level com-
mands are not explained and usually remain as numbers. That complicates the
reverse engineering of the JTAG functionality. What adds to the complexity is
the sequence of commands. For complex devices it will not be just one command
executed for a particular function, but a series of commands mixed with data.
Each command could be not solely IR or IR+DR, but an endless list of possible
combinations such as IR+IR, IR+DR+DR, IR+DR+IR+DR and so forth.

Searching for Trojans could represent an easier task, because in that case the
design is known as well as its likely implementation in silicon. This operation
is usually performed by the chip manufacturer or its subcontractors. However,
from an attacker’s point of view, there is not much difference between Trojans
and backdoors as he is looking for any potential vulnerability within the silicon
chip.

As a target for our experiments we chose the Actel/Microsemi ProASIC3
A3P250 device [4] for many reasons. Firstly, it has high security specifications
and is positioned as the device with highest security protection in the industry.
Actel who developed ProASIC3 chips market them as devices which “provide
the most impenetrable security for programmable logic designs” [16, 22]. Secondly,
ProASIC3 chips are widely used in military and industrial applications especially
in critical systems. Therefore, without doubt, ProASIC3 devices posed suitable
challenges for this research. Any outcome occurring from analysing this device
will have a greater impact and will be more useful compared to the results
obtained from low-end security chips such as normal microcontrollers or standard
FPGAs.

ProASIC3 devices have several levels of security protection. When the new
part is shipped to the customer there is no security activated. Even at that

Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems Workshop (CHES 2012), 9–12 September 2012, Leuven, Belgium
c⃝ International Association for Cryptologic Research (IACR) 2012

Actel/Microsemi ProASIC3 A3P250 [1] 
[1] S. Skorobogatov and C.Woods, “Breakthrough silicon scanning discovers backdoor in military chip,” CHES 2012.
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firm, and hard IP cores used in

SoCs, as well as the high com-

plexity of today’s IP blocks,

detecting a small malicious alter-

ation is extremely difficult. Sec-

ond, nanometer IC feature sizes

make detection by physical in-

spection and destructive reverse

engineering very difficult and

costly. Moreover, destructive

reverse engineering does not

guarantee that the remaining

ICs will be Trojan free, especially

when Trojans are selectively

inserted into a portion of the

chip population.

Third, Trojan circuits, by de-

sign, are typically activated

under very specific conditions

(e.g., connected to low-transition-

probability nets or sensing a

specific design signal such as power or tempera-

ture), which makes them unlikely to be activated

and detected using random or functional stimuli.

Fourth, tests used to detect manufacturing faults

such as stuck-at and delay faults cannot guarantee de-

tection of Trojans. Such tests operate on the netlist of a

Trojan-free circuit and therefore cannot activate and

detect Trojans. Even when 100% fault coverage for all

types of manufacturing faults is possible, there are

no guarantees as far as Trojans are concerned. Finally,

as physical feature sizes decrease because of improve-

ments in lithography, process and environmental varia-

tions have an increasingly greater impact on the

integrity of the circuit parametrics. Thus, detection of

Trojans using simple analysis of these parametric

signals would be ineffective.

Hardware Trojans are modifications to original cir-

cuitry inserted by adversaries to exploit hardware or

to use hardware mechanisms to gain access to data

or software running on the chips. Hardware Trojan de-

tection is still a fairly new research area, but it has

gained significant attention in the past few years.

This survey presents the current state of knowledge

on existing detection schemes and design methodol-

ogies for improving Trojan detection techniques. We

discuss attempts at developing hardware Trojans in

IP cores and ICs. We also describe existing Trojan

detection methods, analyze their effectiveness in dis-

closing various types of Trojans, and demonstrate

several architecture-level solutions. Finally, we sum-

marize design methods to improve detection tech-

niques’ sensitivity to Trojans.

Trojan design and taxonomy
Wang, Tehranipoor, and Plusquellic developed the

first detailed taxonomy for hardware Trojans5 (a sim-

ple taxonomy devised earlier differentiated between

payload activation logic and triggering6). This com-

prehensive taxonomy lets researchers examine their

methods against different Trojan types.5 Currently,

the industry lacks metrics to evaluate the effective-

ness of methods in detecting Trojans. Such metrics

could foster a comprehensive taxonomy to help ana-

lyze Trojan detection techniques. Because malicious

alterations to a chip’s structure and function can

take many forms, Wang and colleagues decomposed

the Trojan taxonomy into three main categories (see

Figure 1) according to their physical, activation, and

action characteristics. Although Trojans could be

hybrids of this classification (for instance, they

could have more than one activation characteristic),

this taxonomy captures the elemental characteristics

of Trojans and is useful for defining and evaluating

the capabilities of various detection strategies.

The physical characteristics category describes the

various hardware manifestations of Trojans. The type

category partitions Trojans into functional and para-

metric classes. The functional class includes Trojans
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Figure 1. Detailed taxonomy showing physical, activation, and action characteris-

tics of Trojans. (Source: Wang et al.5 )

11January/February 2010

[3B2-9] mdt2010010010.3d 13/1/010 11:24 Page 11

[2] M. Tehranipoor and F. Koushanfar, “A survey of hardware Trojan taxonomy and detection,” IEEE 
D&T Computers, vol.27, no.1, pp.10–25, Jan. 2010.
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into combinational and sequential types. Analog Trojans
include attacks on process steps that compromise reliability of
all or select chips. These Trojans, referred to as reliability
trojans by some researchers, may cause accelerated aging of
the devices [27]. The reduction in reliability is caused by
acceleration of the wearing out mechanisms for complemen-
tary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transistors, such
as negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) or hot
carrier injection (HCI). Selective malicious changes in
the manufacturing process, such as variation in nitrate
concentration in the gate oxide layer or the temperature
used during the nitrate layering process [27] can result in
creation of infected ICs with a much shorter lifetime. What
makes it challenging to detect such tampering is that it can
be local to a particular functional circuit block or even to a
small section of a block that can potentially evade standard
postfabrication reliability characterization steps.

In terms of the payload, the Trojan can cause functional
failure upon triggering or have a passive effect such as
heating of the die or leaking of information. A Trojan can
cause an ‘‘information leakage’’ attack, where secret
information is leaked by a Trojan via a transmitted radio
signal or serial data port interface such as the RS-232-C
port. It could also involve a side-channel attack where the
information is leaked through the power trace [19] or
through thermal radiation or through optical modulation
of an output light-emitting diode (LED) [28]. Another type
of Trojan payload would be unauthorized alteration in
system behavior, e.g., a denial-of-service (DoS) attack,
which causes a system’s functionality to be unavailable.

Other parameters used to define and compare different
Trojans include the hardware overhead and activation
probability [5]. The area and power overhead relative to
the design in which the Trojan is inserted has to be an
undetectable fraction, in order to evade detection by
obvious means [29]. One can reuse existing logic and
unused states in existing finite state machines (FSMs) to
reduce the overhead. Moreover, the layout of complex ICs
typically contains unused space which can be used for
inserting extra gates without affecting the die footprint.

The activation probability is also a tradeoff between
avoiding detection and malicious impact.

III . COUNTERMEASURES

A. Challenges
Conventional postmanufacturing tests using functional/

structural/random patterns perform poorly to reliably detect
hardware Trojans. This is because manufacturing test
generation and application attempt to detect defects or
unacceptable variations in device parameters that cause
deviation from functional or parametric specifications. They
do not identify additional functionalities due to a Trojan or
deviation in circuit behavior triggered by arbitrary rare
events. There are several important challenges with respect
to reliable detection of Trojans using a post-silicon test/
validation process. First, an adversary can exploit inordi-
nately large number of Trojan instances of varying forms
and sizes [30]. These Trojans vary widely in structural and
functional properties including trigger conditions and
payloads, which makes it difficult to develop a logical
model of Trojans. The number of possible Trojan instances
has a combinatorial dependence on the number of circuit
nodes. As an example, even with the assumption of
maximum of four trigger nodes and a single payload, a
relatively small ISCAS-85 benchmark circuit c880 with 451
gates can have !109 triggers and !1011 distinct Trojan
instances, respectively [8]. Thus, it is not practical to
enumerate all possible Trojan instances to generate test
patterns or compute test coverage. Second, due to their
stealthy nature, activating arbitrary Trojan instances and
observing their effects can be extremely challenging. Hence,
deterministic and exhaustive testing approaches appear
infeasible. Third, with respect to observing Trojan effects in
physical parameters, e.g., delay and supply current, process
and measurement noise pose a major challenge. In
particular, increasing process variations in advanced tech-
nologies can mask minuscule Trojan effects in a physical
parameter.

Fig. 5. Overview of different protection approaches against hardware Trojan attacks.

Bhunia et al. : Hardware Trojan Attacks: Threat Analysis and Countermeasures

1234 Proceedings of the IEEE | Vol. 102, No. 8, August 2014

[3] S. Bhunia, M.S. Hsiao, M. Banga, and S. Narasimhan, “Hardware Trojan attacks: Threat analysis and
counter- measures,” Proceedings of the IEEE, vol.102, no.8, pp.1229– 1247, Aug. 2014. 
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• Detection method
1. Measure side-channel 
2. Decide whether Trojan is included or not

is through advanced imaging and painstaking reconstruction
of its netlist through image processing methods [4]. Besides
requiring expensive equipment and tedious e↵ort, however,
such methods often need to perform destructive de-layering
of an IC to reach high accuracy in contemporary nodes.

Herein, we investigate an alternative approach to gain-
ing access to a “golden” IC population for the purpose of
learning the classification boundary. Similar to most side-
channel fingerprinting methods, our attack scenario assumes
that the culprit is at the foundry. Therefore, a trusted
Spice-level simulation model of the circuit is available. Nev-
ertheless, as we will show experimentally, the straightfor-
ward solution of learning the classification boundary from
synthetic parametric fingerprints obtained via post-layout
Monte Carlo circuit simulations is doomed to failure, even
when enhanced through advanced tail modeling methods.
Indeed, since Spice models are updated infrequently, there
is bound to be a discrepancy between the statistics of the
simulation model and the actual statistics produced by the
foundry process. In other words, an anchor point in actual
fabricated silicon is necessary in order to learn an accurate
and e↵ective classification boundary.

To this end, we propose to utilize the Process Control
Monitors (PCMs) which typically exist either on the wafer
kerf (i.e. the area in-between die) or on the die for process
characterization and monitoring purposes. PCMs (a.k.a e-
tests) are simple circuit structures for measuring fundamen-
tal parameters of the fabricated silicon, which reflect the op-
erating point of the fabrication process. As such, they can
provide the silicon anchor point needed to establish an ac-
curate classification boundary from simulation data. Specif-
ically, we propose to first learn the relation between PCMs
and side-channel fingerprints through non-linear regression
models built using Monte Carlo Spice-level simulation data.
At the same time, we propose to measure the PCMs of the
devices under Trojan test (DUTTs) and to use them along
with a kernel mean matching method in order to calibrate
the simulation PCM data to the foundry operating point
that produced these devices. The learned regression models
can then be used to obtain a synthetic trusted fingerprint
population from the calibrated simulation PCM data. Fi-
nally, we propose to enhance the synthetic trusted finger-
print population data through advanced tail modeling meth-
ods, and to use this enhanced population to learn the classi-
fication boundary, which will be used to decide whether the
measured fingerprints of the DUTTs reflect Trojan-free or
Trojan-infested ICs.

At first glance, this proposition may appear to simply shift
the need for a core root of trust from“golden”ICs to“golden”

m2

x

x

Device under 
 Trojan test
(not trusted)

Device under 
 Trojan test
   (trusted)

“Golden” devices
m1

Classification Boundary 

Figure 1: Statistical side-channel fingerprinting

PCMs. In other words, one might argue that a resourceful
and determined attacker can fiddle with the PCMs, just like
he/she would with the IC, to throw the proposed method
o↵. This, however, is not as simple as it may sound; there
are a couple of fundamental di↵erences which we would like
to highlight. First, PCMs are very simple structures which
are shared across most designs implemented on a given tech-
nology node and which are thoroughly scrutinized for yield
learning and process monitoring purposes. Any systematic
modification of PCMs will result in deviation from expected
parametric measurement statistics and is bound to trigger
action by process engineers. Second, even if an attacker
was able to hide the PCM modification within the process
variation margin, there exists no systematic method for en-
suring that such a modification would bring the fingerprints
of Trojan-infested devices within the trusted region, since
PCMs and side-channel fingerprints are functionally inde-
pendent. In short, modifying PCMs is a much more di�cult
and riskier endeavor than inserting hardware Trojans, mak-
ing the “golden” PCM requirement of the proposed method
far more plausible than “golden” ICs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in

Section 2, we introduce the details of the proposed method.
In Section 3, we demonstrate its e↵ectiveness using simula-
tion data and silicon measurements from a Trojan-free and
two Trojan-infested versions of a wireless cryptographic IC
which we designed and fabricated for this study. Conclu-
sions are drawn in Section 4.

2. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach consists of three stages: pre-manufacturing,

silicon measurement, and Trojan test. These three stages are
presented in detail in this section.

2.1 Pre-manufacturing stage
Pre-manufacturing stage involves Spice-level Monte Carlo

simulation of n “golden” devices, subject to process varia-
tion. Let ~mp = {mp,1, . . . ,mp,np} denote the np-dimensional
PCM measurement vector and ~m = {m1, . . . ,mnm} denote
the nm-dimensional side-channel fingerprint vector, where
np and let nm are the considered number of PCMs and side-
channel fingerprints, respectively. Based on the n samples
obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation, we can learn non-
linear regression functions to map the PCM measurement
pattern ~mp to the values of each side-channel fingerprint of
interest mj , j = 1, . . . , nm. In particular, we train nm re-
gression functions gj : ~mp 7! mj , as shown in Fig. 2. These
non-linear regression functions implicitly learn the unknown
underlying dependency between ~mp and all mj using statis-
tical data analysis.
In parallel, we also use the nm-dimensional side-channel

fingerprint vectors produced by the Spice-level Monte Carlo
simulation of n golden devices to train a one-class classifier.
Specifically, we establish a classification boundary B1 to en-
close the trusted n devices, as shown in Fig. 2. DUTTs are
then considered Trojan-free if their side-channel fingerprint
is inside the boundary and Trojan-infested otherwise.
Such a simplistic and straightforward boundary, however,

su↵ers from two major weaknesses: (i) Monte Carlo simu-
lation produces few devices at the tails of the distribution,
which is the area that matters the most when trying to es-
tablish a classification boundary, and (ii) it has no anchor
point in silicon and cannot reflect the process shifts that

[4] Y. Liu et al., “Hardware Trojan detection through golden chip-free statistical side-channel fingerprinting,” DAC, 2014. 
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• EP & EPN : Equal Power Pattern Pair [7,8]
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• Observe the same state of the same 
circuit several times

[5] S. Narasimhan, X. Wang, D. Du, R.S. Chakraborty, and S. Bhunia, “TeSR: A robust temporal self-
referencing approach for hardware Trojan detection,” HOST, pp.71–74, June 2011. 
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Abstract—Malicious modification of integrated circuits, re-
ferred to as Hardware Trojans, in untrusted fabrication facility
has emerged as a major security threat. Logic testing approaches
are not very effective for detecting large sequential Trojans which
require multiple state transitions often triggered by rare circuit
events in order to activate and cause malfunction. On the other
hand, side-channel analysis has emerged as an effective approach
for detection of such large sequential Trojans. However, existing
side-channel approaches suffer from large reduction in detection
sensitivity with increasing process variations or decreasing Trojan
size. In this paper, we propose TeSR, a Temporal Self-Referencing
approach that compares the current signature of a chip at two
different time windows to completely eliminate the effect of pro-
cess noise, thus providing high detection sensitivity for Trojans of
varying size. Furthermore, unlike existing approaches, it does not
require golden chip instances as a reference. Simulation results
for three complex designs and three representative sequential
Trojan circuits demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach
under large inter- and intra-die process variations.

Index Terms—Hardware Trojan, side-channel analysis, self-
referencing, Trust in IC.

I. INTRODUCTION

An emerging security concern with integrated circuit (IC)
involves its malicious modification during fabrication [1] in
untrusted foundry. Such malicious hardware modifications,
also referred to as Hardware Trojans, can give rise to undesired
functional behavior of a chip, or provide covert channels
or back doors through which sensitive information can be
leaked. Conventional structural and functional testing fails
to reliably detect these Trojans due to their stealthy nature
and inordinately large number of instances an adversary can
exploit. Hardware Trojan circuits can be either combinational
or sequential [2] in nature. A combinational Trojan depends
on the occurrence of rare logic values at one or more internal
circuit nodes to trigger, while a sequential Trojan acts as a
time-bomb, exhibiting its malicious effect due to a sequence
of rare events after long period of operation. Fig. 1(a) shows
a generic model for sequential Trojan. Examples of sequential
Trojan circuits are k-bit synchronous counter, as shown in
Fig. 1(b) and specially-crafted Finite State Machine (FSM)
which is triggered by rare events in the internal circuit nodes,
as shown in Fig. 1(c). Trojan activation condition is referred
as Trigger condition, while the node that can be affected
when the Trojan is triggered is referred as payload. The state
transitions are caused by partial trigger conditions (PTC). A
sequential Trojan with a passive payload [3], consists of a

Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) which is used to leak
the secret key from cryptographic hardware by aiding side-
channel attacks, as shown in Fig. 1(d).

Sequential Trojans can be extremely hard to detect using
logic testing approaches [2] due to the difficulty of satisfying
the rare sequence of state transitions in a Trojan that leads
to modification of its payload. Logic testing approaches are
more effective for detecting combinational or small sequential
Trojans. On the other hand, side-channel analysis is based
on noting the Trojan effect on physical side-channel param-
eters such as current [4] or delay [5]. These approaches
do not require Trojan activation or the propagation of its
malicious effect to the primary outputs. However, they suffer
from reduced sensitivity with increasing inter-die and intra-
die process variation effects [6], which can mask the Trojan
effect leading to false positive/negative decisions. In [7], the
authors use current measurement from multiple ports along
with calibration techniques and statistical analysis to alleviate
process variations. Correlation between multiple side-channel
parameters [8] or the same parameter measured from different
regions of the chip [9] can be used to calibrate inter-die
process noise. Other methods propose region-based test vector
generation [10] to increase sensitivity and gate-level charac-

Fig. 1. (a) Sequential Trojan model and examples: (b) Synchronous Counter,
(c) Rarely-triggered Finite State Machine (FSM), (d) MOLES Trojan [3].Fig. 3. The major steps of the TeSR approach for Trojan detection.

least N times, a technique that has superior trigger coverage
compared to random test patterns [2].

From this compact set, a subset {I1
j } is determined that

ensures that the circuit is brought to the same pre-determined
state Sj (e.g. S10 in Fig. 4) to initiate the current signature
characterization for a given region. Existing “Design for Testa-
bility” (DfT) techniques such as“Full-scan” or “partial scan”
can be used to initialize the circuit to a state Sjk which is close
to Sj . Once the circuit is in the desired starting state Sj , the set
of test vectors {I2

j } is applied which takes the circuit through
a fixed set of state transitions (e.g. S11 through S13 in Fig. 4)
in order to produce the characteristic current trace. Hence,
overall a pattern set corresponding to a pre-defined state Sj

and region {Mi} is V
i
j =

S
k(Sjk, {I1

jk}, {I2
j }). Multiple such

Sj states are considered, and for each state Sj multiple paths
to reach the state Sj are determined by sequential justification.

Circuit Characterization: From the generated test set, the
sequence of test vectors {I1

j } are applied which takes the
circuit to the state Sj , followed by the set {I2

j } that makes
the circuit go through a fixed set of state transitions in order
to produce the characteristic current trace. It is desirable to
have the lengths of the different paths leading to state Sj

to be different (ideally, mutually prime). Otherwise, a free-
running Trojan state machine might be synchronized to the test
control (TC) signal, or to the reset signal in a non-scan design.
An arbitrary FSM Trojan may either undergo one or more
state transitions or stay in the initial state, depending on how
many of the vectors caused the Trojan PTCs. Let us consider
three consecutive trials which are shown by red, green, and
purple traces, in the state diagrams for three different FSM
Trojans in Fig. 4. If any of the vectors {I2

j } during the first
trial and the vectors {I1

j } for re-initializing original circuit
state cause at least one state transition of the Trojan state
machine, it will be in different states during two consecutive

Fig. 4. State transitions of the original design and inserted sequential Trojan
for different trials of test vector application for different Trojan cases.

trials. The combinational switching activity with or without
accompanying state transitions in the Trojan, always depends
on its current state. In order to cover different possible Trojan
activation conditions within a region, the signatures have to
be compared over multiple consecutive trials.

The current signature is computed by taking the average of
the transient current waveform for each cycle. The difference
metric for comparing the current signature of two windows is
taken as the point-wise Euclidean distance between the two
current signatures. If one or more of the current traces differ
from the average current trace over multiple windows by a pre-
defined noise threshold, the IC is inferred to contain a Trojan.
This noise threshold value can be obtained by taking multiple
current measurements with constant activity (reset state) to
characterize the background noise in the measurement setup.
Unlike other side-channel Trojan detection approaches, we do
not require one or more golden ICs to determine the threshold
or to calibrate process or measurement noise.

IV. RESULTS

We used three test circuits to validate the proposed Trojan
detection approach: 1) an AES cipher circuit, 2) a 32-bit
pipelined Integer Execution Unit (IEU) and 3) a 32-bit DLX
processor. We introduced three types of sequential Trojan
circuits (see Fig. 1). Fig. 5(a) shows the plot of average current
over each clock cycle for the IEU circuit with (red) and without
(blue) an 8-bit counter Trojan, with the signature highlighted
using black rectangles. The superimposed current signatures
and their difference are also plotted. It can be clearly observed
that there is a significant difference in the signatures for the
two windows due to presence of Trojan. Similar waveforms
are plotted for different test circuit-Trojan combinations in
Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c), respectively. Note that we validate each

• Trojan can be detect if a sequential part 
of Trojan changes its states

• Not affected by process variation
• How to realize a state transition of Trojan
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• Compare near blocks with identical 
structure in the same circuit

[6] Y. Zheng, S. Yang, and S. Bhunia, “SeMIA: Self- similarity-based IC integrity analysis,” IEEE TCAD, vol.35, 
no.1, pp.37–48, 2016. 
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that HT breaks the leakage power correlation under different
thermal conditioning. In [35] and [36], a design is divided into
several small regions to improve the sensitivity of HT detec-
tion by analyzing dynamic current signature of a region. The
correlation between maximum frequency and dynamic current
can be exploited to identify small HT circuits in the presence
of large process variations [37]. These side-channel analysis
approaches, however, require a set of golden chips for accurate
characterization of process noise.

Researchers have also explored spatial as well as tempo-
ral self-referencing-based side-channel analysis to improve
the detection sensitivity or to eliminate the need of golden
ICs. In [38], a self-referencing approach that compares tran-
sient current signatures between two circuit blocks (similar
or dissimilar) is proposed. The approach, however, requires
a set of golden chips to effectively eliminate process varia-
tions. In [39], a golden-free temporal self-referencing approach
is proposed to identify HT effect in current signature by
comparing transient current waveforms from two different
time windows (TWs). However, it only targets sequential
designs and sequential HT circuits. A recently reported self-
referencing approach [40] compares path delays between
similar paths to observe HT-induced deviation. Although it
eliminates the need of golden chips, it requires the original
netlist for test generation and is likely to suffer from reduced
detection sensitivity for HTs which have negligible impact
on critical path delays. Another golden-free scheme is pre-
sented in [41] in which fingerprint of original ICs is extracted
from Monte-Carlo simulation with realistic process variations.
It depends on accurate model of process variations which may
be difficult to obtain. Furthermore, none of these approaches
target simultaneous detection of recycled counterfeit chips.

B. Motivation

Modern digital ICs usually include many similar (or sym-
metric) structures over multiple levels of hierarchy. Fig. 3
shows an example architecture of a multicore superscalar
processor with structural self-similarity at multiple levels,
e.g., across cores, functional units (FUs), and sub-circuits of
FUs (e.g., full adder). Such structural self-similarity can be
observed in other chips, e.g., graphics engine, DSPs, many
application-specific ICs, as well as in the memory subsystem,
e.g., static random access memory (SRAM), dynamic random
access memory and flash memory, which has with hierar-
chically regular blocks [42]. In addition, custom and recon-
figurable hardware accelerators (e.g., image encoder/decoder,
filtering units, and security engine) are often designed based
on a systolic array, e.g., coarse-grained reconfigurable archi-
tectures, with identical sub-structures [43]. Finally, Modern
SoC designs are often datapath dominant, where datapath ele-
ments with high degree of replication take most of the die area,
as opposed to control logic. Hence, there is high probability
that the signals in these regions can be used to design HTs
(e.g., triggers or payload). Thus, an HT detection approach
targeting these regions can provide high coverage. Moreover,
existing approaches that aim at detecting HT in sequential
logic including control logic [39] can be effectively combined
with the proposed one to provide comprehensive HT coverage.

Fig. 3. Structural self-similarity in a multicore processor can be observed at
different levels of hierarchy.

The possible attacks on and limitations of the proposed
approach are analyzed in detail in Section VII-A.

We note that such intrinsic structural self-similarity provides
opportunity for efficient golden-free IC integrity analysis in
presence of process noise. Based on this observation, we have
developed the proposed approach, SeMIA, for IC integrity
analysis. In SeMIA, we consider comparison of IDDT instead
of path delay or IDDQ. This is because it allows: 1) selectively
activating small region of logic circuits, which improves detec-
tion sensitivity compared to IDDQ-based approaches; 2) easier
vector generation compared to path delay-based approaches;
and 3) better HT coverage than both IDDQ and delay-based
approaches, since many HT circuits may not cause appreciable
change in these parameters.

The key idea in SeMIA is to compare IDDT between two
identical structures and observe deviation due to HT attacks
or aging effects. It is worth noting that, the IDDT in similar
modules should be virtually identical in the absence of pro-
cess variations. If an HT is inserted into module i′, the IDDT
would deviate from that in the original module i under certain
test vector pair that induces higher HT activity. On the other
hand, in a recycled chip, pMOS transistors in each structure
would have different stress/recovery duration depending on
application scenarios (that change input workload or vectors),
thus experiencing variable NBTI-induced Vth shifts. We used
MOSRA tool in Hspice to observe NBTI effect in a 32-bit
CLA. Since typically more than 50% operands in a proces-
sor for benchmark applications are narrow-width [19], upper
16-bit of the inputs are most often all zero or all one. It is
well-known that the distribution of Vth shift is dependent on
the workload [20]. To simulate the scenario, we applied 16-bit
random inputs with high activity (0.5) to the lower 16-bit,
while all-zero and all-one with low activity (0.2) to the upper
16-bit. From Fig. 4, we can observe a significant difference in
Vth increase between the upper and lower 16-bit logic of the
CLA for one-year aging. On the other hand, major compo-
nents of process variations (inter-die and intra-die systematic)
induce uniform shift in Vth. Hence, IDDT can be used to isolate
aged chip under process variations by observing the nature of
Vth shift in two similar and adjacent structures.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Histogram of Vth shift in a 32-bit CLA for one-year aging. (a) Lower
16-bit part. (b) Upper 16-bit part.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, first we analyze ways to reduce the masking
effect due to process variations. Then, we formulate the IC
integrity validation problem that eliminates the need of golden
chips.

A. Process Variation Mitigation

The correlation of IDDT between similar and adjacent circuit
structures can be employed to distinguish between the genuine
and recycled/HT-affected chips. We consider both inter- and
intra-die Vth variations in a CMOS process. The inter-die Vth
variation is shared by transistors on the same die and varies
from die to die. The intra-die variation results, on the other
hand, in random and systematic Vth shifts across transistors
within a die. Assume the nominal Vth is V(nom)

th , the inter-die
shift for chip c is !V(c)

th and the intra-die shift for gate g in
chip c is !V(c,g)

th . The gates in module i sensitized by test
vector pair j are in set Gi,j. According to [44], the average
IDDT induced by test vector pair j in chip c is

I(c)(Gi,j) =
!

g∈Gi,j

βg

"
VDD − V(c)

th − !V(c,g)
th

#α

(1)

where βg is a gate-dependent constant and V(c)
th = V(nom)

th +
!V(c)

th . By Taylor’s expansion, (1) can be rewritten as

I(c)$Gi,j
%

=
!

g∈Gi,j

βg

""
VDD − V(c)

th

#α
− γg!V(c,g)

th

#
(2)

where γg = α(VDD − V(c)
th )α− 1. Assume module i′ is adjacent

to module i and the activated gates are in set G(c)
i′,j. We can

obtain the following relationship:

I(c)(Gi′,j) = I(c)(Gi,j) + Srand (3)

Srand = &
g∈Gi,j

βgγg!V(c,g)
th − &

g∈Gi′,j
βgγg!V(c,g)

th is associ-
ated with intra-die variation of Vth. The subtraction in Srand
equation cancels out intra-die systematic variation due to the
strong spatial correlation between adjacent similar modules.
The summation and hence averaging on Srand helps to mitigate
the effects of intra-die random variation, assuming consid-
erable (e.g., 10–25) number of gates switch simultaneously.
Under no intra-die variation, module i and i′ should gener-
ate nearly the same IDDT for a transition induced by test
vector pair j. Hence, the trend line of (3) will be y = x.
From (3), we can observe that the inter-die variation causes

Fig. 5. Distance d(c)
i,j from the trend line is used to determine both HTs and

aging effects.

the shift of point (I(c)(Gi,j), I(c)(Gi′,j)) along the trend line; the
intra-die variation and aging effects lead to deviation from the
trend line.

B. Golden-Free Integrity Analysis

Based on availability of symmetric structures in a chip,
we formulate the problem of golden-free detection of aged
or HT-affected chips. The effect of nonuniform aging on
IDDT of a module pair {i, i′} can be modeled as Saged =&

g∈Gi,j
βgγgδV(c,g)

th − &
g∈Gi′,j

βgγgδV(c,g)
th , where δV(c,g)

th cor-
responds to the aging-induced Vth shift for gate g in chip c.
Hence, the unbalanced aging effect can be incorporated
into (3) as

I(c)(Gi′,j) = I(c)(Gi,j) + Srand + Saged. (4)

The detection of recycled chip is formulated as isolat-
ing Saged in (4). Assume d(c)

i,j is the distance from point
(I(c)(Gi,j), I(c)(Gi′,j)) to the trend line y = x. With increase
in Saged, d(c)

i,j becomes larger.
Next, let us consider the modification of (3) in the presence

of HT in module i′. The activity of HT can increase the average
IDDT by I(c)(HTi′,j) as shown in (5), where HTi′,j denotes the
gates in HT circuit activated by test vector pair j in module i′

I(c)(Gi′,j) = I(c)(Gi,j) + I(c)(HTi′,j) + Srand. (5)

The detection of HT is formulated as isolating I(c)(HTi′,j)

in (5). Clearly, I(c)(HTi′,j) contributes to the increase of d(c)
i,j .

The common effect of HT and unbalanced aging profile
in IDDT is the deviation from the trend line, which can be
considered as a unified objective in the proposed framework
to detect these attacks. Intuitively, if d(c)

i,j is large enough, we
can infer with high confidence that the circuit under test has an
integrity violation, e.g., affected by either an unbalanced aging
profile or an HT. Fig. 5 illustrates the calculation of d(c)

i,j . The
point (xj, yj) is obtained by solving

'
y = x
y = − x + I(c)(Gi,j) + I(c)(Gi′,j)

as xj = yj = (1/2)(I(c)(Gi,j) + I(c)(Gi′,j)). As a result,
|I(c)(Gi,j) − xj| = |I(c)(Gi′,j) − yj| = |(1/2)(I(c)(Gi′,j) −
I(c)(Gi,j))|. Considering the sign, it can be derived that

d(c)
i,j =

"√
2
(

2
#"

I(c)$Gi′,j
%
− I(c)$Gi,j

%#
. (6)

• Apply the same pattern to target blocks
• Trojan is detected if IDDTs have enough difference
• No inter-die variation
• Small intra-die variation
• Applicable to only blocks with identical structure
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13EP & EPN [7,8]

• Equal Power Pattern (EP) Pair
– Test pattern pair

• Similar power values in simulation

– Use test patterns for transition faults
• More cells are toggled with less patterns

– Activate a part of circuit
• Clock gating

– Clock tree based segmentation

clock buffer
FF

gate

gate

gate

ti

tj clock buffer
FF

gate gate

gate

[7] F.S. Hossain, T. Yoneda, M. Inoue, and A. Orailoglu, “Detecting hardware Trojans without a golden IC through 
clock- tree defined circuit partitions,” ETS, pp.1–6, May 2017. 

[8] F.S. Hossain, T. Yoneda, M. Shintani, M. Inoue, and A. Orailoglu, “Intra-die-variation-aware side channel 
analysis for hardware Trojan detection,” ATS, pp.1–6, Nov. 2017. 
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14Trust model � proposed flow 

logic synthesis

PnR

manufacturing

test

trusted

trusted

untrusted

trusted

Trust model

logic synthesis
with gating clock 

controller

test generation
test generation

Test generation for HT detection
segmentation

ECO

PnR

manufacturing

test
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trusted
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15Gating Clock Controller (GCC)

• Designed during logic synthesis 
– Convert segment ID to one-hot code

• Connection between gating points and GCC
– Realized by ECO (Engineering Change Order)
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16Scan design & Test application

• Scan Design

– FFs are formed as a shift register (scan chain)

– Values of FFs can be controlled and observed 

from outside of a circuit

FF

FF

FF

SFF

SFF

SFF

Scan-In

Scan-Out

Test application

1. shift in a test pattern in shift mode

2. apply 2 clocks in normal mode

• launch test pattern

• capture test response

3. shift out the response in shift mode
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17Trust model � proposed flow 
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18Test generation & Segmentation

1. Gating point �GP�selection
2. FF shifting
3. Test pattern augmentation

FF FF FF

GP selection FF shifting

Transition fault
test patterns

EP
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19Gating point selection

• For each transition fault test pattern
– power simulation for each sub trees

• Based on simulated dynamic power value
– Distribute gating point budgets

– Bin packing algorithm

Clock tree

102025 15 35 25

45

2520

40 30 70

80 90

ROOT

15
FFs

FF
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20EP pair selection

• For transition fault test patterns
– Simulate power while activating one segment
– Select test pattern pair with similar power values
– Activate neighboring regions (EPN)

clock buffer
FF

segment

EP pair
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21FF shifting

• After EP pair selection
– if # of EP pairs is not 
– move FFs between neighboring segments by 

ECO
FF shifting

CGC

clock buffer
FF

clock buffer
FF

CGC

CGC
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22Test pattern augmentation

• To improve detectability of HT
– toggle each signal several times

• Augment test patterns
– Test generation

• virtual observation points (VOP)
• n-detect test mode

user logic

Trigger Payload

Hardware Trojan

no toggle

VOP

test generation obtain toggle
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23Evaluation

• Detectability evaluation
– RPD (Relative Power Difference)

• Experiments
– RPD threshold
– # of EP pairs
– Area overhead
– RPD
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24Experiment Setup

• Circuits�ISCAS’89, ITC’99, AES-128
• Library�90 nm technology library
• Trojan circuits�Trust-HUB[4]
• Variation

type
variation between segments�3σ�

inter-die intra-die
Low 0.15 0.03

Average 0.20 0.10
High 0.25 0.15

*factors to nominal values
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25# of EP pairs

• All the cells are toggled

circuit # cells # 
segments

# EP
(before 

augmentation)

# cells
w/o 

toggle
# EP

(augmentation)

s38417 5,019 8 194 5 86
b19 64,878 21 19,458 163 5,885

AES-
128

169,281 42 35,253 131 10,124
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26Area Overhead

• Small area overhead

circuit # cells # segment Area overhead(%)

s35932 4,861 10 0.383

s38417 5,019 10 0.411

AES-128 169,281 42 0.091
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27Detectability Evaluation 1

• To detect Hardware Trojan
– difference between measured powers for EP pair 

exceeds acceptable value from PV

!" #$% − !" #' > (*$',$,-./_121 + 2*./, + 5) !,7"_89 #'

ti tj
Ri Rj

a factor of correlation of intra-die systematic 
variation between neighboring segments

a factor of intra-die random variation

safety margin

nominal simulation value
�dynamic power�

measured value

w/ Trojan w/o Trojan
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28Detectability Evaluation 2

• Measured value is represented by nominal 
value and deviation

!" #$% − !" #' > (*$',$,-./_121 + 2*./, + 5) !,7"_89 #'

#:; <$, <'
= !,7">? #$% − !,7">? #'

!,7">? #'
> @$',$,-./_121 +@$,./, +@',./, + *$'_$,-./_121 + 2*./, + 5

1 + @$,-B. + @',$,-./

@CCC : deviation�random variable�
RPD : Relative Power Difference

ti tj
Ri Rj

:" = (1 + @):,7"
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29Detectability

• Evaluation of RPD threshold
– by Monte Carlo simulation

!"# $%, $' > )%',%*+,-_/0/ +)%,,-* +)',,-* + 2%'_%*+,-_/0/ + 22,-* + 4
1 + )%*+6, + )',%*+,-

Cumulative distribution of RPD threshold

EP[7] : Inter 15% & intra 3%

EPN[8] EP[7]
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30RPD 1

• RPD evaluation with Trojan injection

– Trojans are injected by ECO

Type No. of 
Combinational cell

Sequential depth Total cell area 
(µm2)

T1[Trust-Hub] 24 2 305
T2[Trust-Hub] 57 32 1875
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31RPD �

•
Circuit Trojan

Trojan 
insertion 

(# of 
segments)

Maximum 
RPD 

s35932 T2 2 16.05%
s38584 T1 3 14.43%
s38417 T2 1 34.22%

b19 T2 1 12.74%
AES-128 T2 1 11.42%

!"# $%, $'
= )*+,-. !%/ − )*+,-. !'

)*+,-. !'
> 2%',%*345_787 +2%,45* +2',45* + :%'_%*345_787 + 2:45* + <

1 + 2%*3>4 + 2',%*345

12.74%

Circuit Trojan

Trojan 
insertion 

(# of 
segments)

Maximum 
RPD 

Detectability (EPN, %) 
(variation cases)

low average high

s35932 T2 2 16.05% 100.00 100.00 99.94
s38584 T1 3 14.43% 100.00 99.97 99.14
s38417 T2 1 34.22% 100.00 100.00 100.00

b19 T2 1 12.74% 100.00 98.53 91.52
AES-128 T2 1 11.42% 98.14 80.91 64.27
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32Conclusions

• Hardware Trojan�
– Threat and Countermeasure

• Detection based on side-channel analysis
• Detection using EP pair

– High detectability
– Small area overhead


